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The DDR4 parametric test reference solution provides complete R&D 
and system development solution performing turn-on, integration, 
validation and compliance testing.
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Next-Generation DDR4 Parametric Test Challenges

As the DDR technology increases in data rate, the need for signal integrity test and margin 
characterization becomes crucial. Engineers who work on high-end computing and server 
applications need a faster and more efficient way to turn on and debug their DDR4 system. The 
challenges that these engineers face when designing their DDR4 system include:

 –  Validating signal integrity design measurements as specified in the JEDEC DDR4 
specification

 – Characterizing design for optimized margin
 – Full debug capability to locate problem areas

DDR4 parametric test reference solution
The DDR4 parametric test reference solution is a combination of hardware and software that 
includes probes, an oscilloscope and automated compliance test and debug software for 
engineers to test, debug and characterize their DDR4 designs. Signal integrity is crucial for 
memory system interoperability. Reference clock jitter measurements help you ensure that jitter 
is well within the specifications, which is the key to reliable and interoperable modular memory 
systems. Electrical and timing characteristics of other signals are also critical to ensure the 
memory system functions correctly and stays error free. The data jitter measurements enable 
characterization of jitter to determine the data valid window.

With the DDR4 compliance test application, you can use the same oscilloscope you use for 
everyday debugging to perform automated testing and margin analysis based on the JEDEC 
electrical and timing specifications. The application automatically configures the oscilloscope 
for each test and provides informative results. It includes margin analysis indicating how close 
your device comes to passing or failing the test for each specification. Some of the difficulties 
in performing the tests are connecting to the target device, configuring the oscilloscope, 
performing the tests and analyzing the measured results. The DDR4 compliance test 
application does most of this work for you. If you discover a problem with your device, the DDR4 
debug tool is available to aid in root-cause analysis.
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N5414B 
InfiniiScan+

N6462A/DDR4/LPDDR4
compliance test software

N6462A-3FP 
DDR4 debug tool

DDR4 fixtures and probes
N2114/5A DDR4 BGA interposers

N5465A 
InfiniiSim

E2688A 
Serial data package

N8823A 
EZJIT complete

MSOV134A Infiniium oscilloscope

Reference Solution Architecture

Hardware

Feature Benefit
MSO V-Series oscilloscopes’ analog bandwidth 
starts at 8 GHz with 10 GSa/s digital sampling rate 
and DDR4 protocol decode and trigger software 
package

Reliable measurement of fast signals with accurate 
DDR4 trigger and decode capabilities

Superior signal integrity BGA probing Easy access and accurate representation of DDR4 
signals

Integration of debug, analysis tool and compliance 
test software

Easy and fast way to pinpoint design issues

Product specifications and characteristics
MSOV134A Mixed Signal Oscilloscope: 13 GHz, 4 analog plus 16 digital channels
Analog bandwidth 13 GHz (upgradable up to 20 GHz)
Sampling rate 40 GSa/s 
Max memory depth 2 Gpts
1169A InfiniiMax II probe amplifier
Analog bandwidth 12 GHz
Dynamic range 3.3 V peak-to-peak
Input impedance Differential input R: 50kΩ
E2677A InfiniiMax 12 GHz differential solder-in probe head
Bandwidth 12 GHz
Different input capacitance <=270 fF
N2115A DDR4 BGA interposer
Data width 16 bits
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Instruments

MSOV134A Mixed Signal Oscilloscope: 13 GHz, 4 analog plus 16 digital channels
www.keysight.com/find/V-Series

Achieve clarity faster with bandwidth upgradability to 33 GHz for best 
investment protection. Maximize eye height measurements with the least 
amount of noise contribution from the oscilloscope. See the truest jitter 
performance of your design with the lowest 100 fs oscilloscope intrinsic 
jitter. Debug some of your most difficult designs with the industry’s longest 
hardware serial trigger.

1169A InfiniiMax II probe amplifier
www.keysight.com/find/1169a

InfiniiMax II Series 1169A 12 GHz probing system is designed to be used with 
DSO91204A and DSO91304A Infiniium oscilloscopes. It provides real-time 
bandwidth to 12 GHz specified and has 13 GHz typical performance. The 
innovative InfiniiMax probing system supports even the most demanding 
mechanical access requirements without sacrificing performance.

E2677B InfiniiMax 12 GHz differential solder-in probe head
www.keysight.com/find/E2677B

E2677A InfiniiMax differential solder-in probe head and accessories include 
20 full-bandwidth and 10 medium-bandwidth damping resistors.

N2115A DDR4 BGA interposer
www.keysight.com/find/n2115a

The N2115A DDR4 BGA interposers provide signal access to the clock, 
strobe, data, address and command signals to the DDR4 BGA package for 
making electrical and timing measurements with an Infiniium oscilloscope. 
With the DDR4 JEDEC specification defined at the DRAM ballout, the 
BGA probe adapter provides direct signal access to BGA package for true 
compliance testing.

The N2115A DDR4 BGA interposers are soldered between the DRAM and PC 
board or DIMM raw card where the DRAM would normally be soldered. They 
are designed with the PCB or DIMM footprint on the bottom side and the 
DRAM footprint on the top side. The signals from the memory controller chip 
and DRAM are then passed directly to the top side of the BGA probe adapter 
where they can be accessed with the oscilloscope probes.

Hardware
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DDR4 Parametric Test Software

The DDR4 parametric test software offers several features to simplify the validation of your 
designs:

 – N5465A InfiniiSim waveform transformation tool to perform probe correction on N2114A or 
N2115A DDR4 BGA interposer.

 – N6462A-1FP DDR4 compliance test software setup wizard for quick setup, configuration 
and test for compliance testing.

 – N6462A-3FP DDR4 debug tool allows for navigation to areas of interest in a saved set of 
waveforms with JEDEC measurement for pre- and post-compliance testing, which includes 
electrical, timing and multiple eye diagram analysis.

 – E2688A serial data analysis tool and N8834A EZJIT complete software provides BER 
contour analysis capability for accurate data valid window measurement.

 – N5414B InfiniiScan+ provides read and write trigger capability.

N5465A InfiniiSim waveform transformation tool for N2114A/15A DDR4 
BGA interposer probe correction
The use of a BGA interposer at higher speeds like DDR4 and LPDDR4 would require probe 
correction to ensure accurate representation of the signal on the oscilloscope. This can be done 
with InfiniiSim, which is a waveform transformation toolset software that allows users to build a 
transfer function file based on the filter that is applied to correct the frequency response of the 
BGA interposer. You can build the transfer function file for each signal with a “Remove loading 
effects of a DDR interposer and probe” preset available with the InfiniiSim tool.

Figure 1. InfiniiSim waveform transformation tool.
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N6462A DDR4 compliance test easy test definition
The test application enhances the usability of Keysight Infiniium oscilloscopes for testing DDR4 
devices. The Keysight automated test framework guides you quickly through the steps required 
to define the setup, perform the tests and view the test results. You have the option to use the 
conventional DQS-DQ phase difference or MSOX logic triggering (used only with MSO90000X 
Series Infiniium oscilloscopes) for read and write separation. You can then select a category 
of tests or specify individual tests. The user interface is designed to minimize unnecessary 
reconnections, which saves time and minimizes potential operator error. You can save the 
tests and configurations as project files and recall them later for quick testing and reviewing of 
previous results. The threshold setting wizard helps you automate voltage threshold settings 
for non-standard operating voltages to increase flexibility to test in non-standard operating 
voltages. DDR debug tool is a license tool that enables JEDEC measurement on saved 
waveform traces with navigation capability and markers to identify problem areas for debug 
and margin testing. You can also perform multiple eye diagram analysis using saved waveform 
files or output from ADS simulation software.

Figure 2. DDR4 application test setup screen. Select compliance or custom test mode and the speed grade 
of your device.
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Figure 3. DDR debug tool enables markers to help navigate to bursts of interest with JEDEC measurements 
and statistical results.
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Figure 4. DDR debug tool provides offline eye diagram testing with display of multiple read and write eyes.
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Figure 5. The BER contour is computed statistically from jitter and noise components.

BER contour analysis and measurement setup
You can perform BER contour analysis to make accurate data valid window measurements. 
The BER contour is computed statistically from jitter and noise components of the signal. The 
timing parameters specific to the BER contour in accordance to the DDR4 and LPDDR4 JEDEC 
specification are timing data input valid window (TdiVW) and voltage data input valid window 
(VdiVW).
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Recommended reference solution configuration 1

Hardware

Model Description
MSOV134A Analog bandwidth: 13 GHz

Sampling rate: 40 GSa/s
Memory: 50 Mpts/channel memory
Digital sampling rate: 10 GSa/s for 16 channels/ 20 GSa/s for 8 channels
Digital memory depth: 500 Mpts
Accessories include two N5442A precision BNC adapters
Software includes LPDDR4 and DDR4 trigger and decoder
Includes front cover, power cord, keyboard, mouse, calibration cable, ESD wrist strap 
and (5) coax adapters

N5442A Precision BNC adapter
1169A InfiniiMax II probe amplifier (12 GHz bandwidth)
E2677B InfiniiMax differential solder-in probe head and accessories (12 GHz bandwidth)
N2115A x16 DDR4 BGA interposer (includes one BGA interposer and one riser)

Software

Model Description
N6462A-1FP DDR4 compliance software
N6462A-3FP DDR4 debug tool kit
E2688A-1FP Serial data analysis tool
N5465A-1FP InfiniiSim waveform transformation tool
N8823A-1FP EZJIT Complete jitter analysis
N5414B-1FP InfiniiScan+ event identification software

1.  For a more complete set of configuration options, please refer to the DDR4 Parametric Test Reference 
Solution Configuration Guide, literature number 5992-1449EN.



www.axiestandard.org
AdvancedTCA® Extensions for Instrumentation and Test (AXIe) is an 
open standard that extends the AdvancedTCA for general purpose and 
semiconductor test. Keysight is a founding member of the AXIe consortium. 
ATCA®, AdvancedTCA®, and the ATCA logo are registered US trademarks of 
the PCI Industrial Computer Manufacturers Group. 

www.lxistandard.org

LAN eXtensions for Instruments puts the power of Ethernet and the 
Web inside your test systems. Keysight is a founding member of the LXI 
consortium.

www.pxisa.org

PCI eXtensions for Instrumentation (PXI) modular instrumentation delivers a 
rugged, PC-based high-performance measurement and automation system.
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Keysight software is downloadable expertise. 

From first simulation through first customer 

shipment, we deliver the tools your team needs 

to accelerate from data to information to 

actionable insight.

 –  Electronic design automation (EDA) 

software

 – Application software

 – Programming environments

 – Utility software

Learn more at

www.keysight.com/find/software

Start with a 30-day free trial.

www.keysight.com/find/free_trials

Download your next insight
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Evolving Since 1939
Our unique combination of hardware, software, services, and people can help you 
reach your next breakthrough. We are unlocking the future of technology. 
From Hewlett-Packard to Agilent to Keysight.

For more information on Keysight 
Technologies’ products, applications or 
services, please contact your local Keysight 
office. The complete list is available at:
www.keysight.com/find/contactus

Americas 
Canada (877) 894 4414
Brazil 55 11 3351 7010
Mexico 001 800 254 2440
United States (800) 829 4444

Asia Pacific
Australia 1 800 629 485
China 800 810 0189
Hong Kong 800 938 693
India 1 800 11 2626
Japan 0120 (421) 345
Korea 080 769 0800
Malaysia 1 800 888 848
Singapore 1 800 375 8100
Taiwan 0800 047 866
Other AP Countries (65) 6375 8100

Europe & Middle East
Austria 0800 001122
Belgium 0800 58580
Finland 0800 523252
France 0805 980333
Germany 0800 6270999
Ireland 1800 832700
Israel 1 809 343051
Italy 800 599100
Luxembourg +32 800 58580
Netherlands 0800 0233200
Russia 8800 5009286
Spain 800 000154
Sweden 0200 882255
Switzerland 0800 805353

Opt. 1 (DE)
Opt. 2 (FR)
Opt. 3 (IT)

United Kingdom 0800 0260637

For other unlisted countries:
www.keysight.com/find/contactus
(BP-9-7-17)

DEKRA Certified
ISO9001 Quality Management System

www.keysight.com/go/quality
Keysight Technologies, Inc.
DEKRA Certified ISO 9001:2015
Quality Management System

myKeysight
www.keysight.com/find/mykeysight
A personalized view into the information most relevant to you. 

http://www.keysight.com/find/emt_product_registration
Register your products to get up-to-date product information and 
find warranty information.

Keysight Services
www.keysight.com/find/service
Keysight Services can help from acquisition to renewal across your 
instrument’s lifecycle. Our comprehensive service offerings—one-
stop calibration, repair, asset management, technology refresh, 
consulting, training and more—helps you improve product quality 
and lower costs.

Keysight Assurance Plans
www.keysight.com/find/AssurancePlans
Up to ten years of protection and no budgetary surprises to ensure 
your instruments are operating to specification, so you can rely on 
accurate measurements.

Keysight Channel Partners
www.keysight.com/find/channelpartners
Get the best of both worlds: Keysight’s measurement expertise and 
product breadth, combined with channel partner convenience.


